2019

Another chapter in
your story of generosity

A

s we mark the close of another year, we are
so grateful to continue the giving journey with

you. Once again, you inspired us with your faithful
generosity, and your contributions are making an

$11.6 billion
in grants to charities since 1982

$1.23 billion in 2019 alone

241,351

63,000 charities
impacted by NCF
grants since 1982

grant checks and
e-transfers to
charities in 2019

26,500 charities
in 2019 alone

eternal impact for Christ around the world. Here are
just a few remarkable stats worth celebrating.

$3.7 billion
$1.49 billion
gifts to NCF in 2019

25,000

families have donoradvised funds at NCF

54

$372 million in
stock, bond, and
mutual fund gifts

causes received
NCF grants in 2019

Through your overflowing support, you brought God's

$703

million

in complex gifts since 1982

non-cash
gifts to NCF
in 2019

In 2019, NCF givers contributed
185 business and real estate gifts.

83% grant rate

($1.49B gifts to NCF, $1.23B
grants to charities in 2019)

30 local NCF
teams across
the country

Slavery & trafficking
$12 million

Church planting
$23 million

Homelessness
$22 million

Disaster relief
$54 million

love and hope to the world. Here are just five of the
causes you impacted last year.

Adoption & orphan care
$43 million

All numbers are pre-audit estimates

Learn more at ncfgiving.com

A like-minded
ministry you
can trust
With offices across the country and close to
four decades of leadership and innovation, NCF
is comprised of some of the brightest, most
passionate experts in charitable giving today.
Founded by Larry Burkett, Ron Blue, and Terry
Parker, we serve thousands of givers and
advisors with like-minded relationships, creative
giving solutions, and an online platform that
makes giving simple and fun.
How can we serve you today?
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1982

$15+

billion

our founding year

in gifts from givers

63,000+

$3.7

charities supported

value from 2,400+
complex gifts received

billion

$11+

billion

in grants to charities

300
team members
nationwide

From the simplicity of the Giving Fund (donor-advised fund)
to the multiplying power of non-cash giving, our creative
solutions can help you experience less paperwork, fewer
taxes, more joy, more impact for your favorite causes,
and ultimately ... more glory to God.

Learn more at ncfgiving.com

